
Is the Quran’s Structure Based on Allah’s Name? 
 

Allah’s Name: 
Adding a single lam transforms meaning from generic god to The Only True God 

 

 اله + ل = الله  
3 unique letters  اله in a 4-letter name الله forming a pair of letters in the center 

Thus, a {2,3,4} set, the letters are {3,4} forming a pair of lams 

The Basmalah  
3 names of Allah in a 4-word aya/verse {3,4}containing a pair of names {2,3,4} 

Al-Fatiha  
3 ayat/verses in worldly/dunya realm  + 4 ayat in timeless/celestial realm {3,4} = 7 ayat 

Basmalah ends in pair of names, 6 letters each, last aya 7 ends in a pair of paths 

corresponding to the paired names, thus first and last ayat form a pair {2,3,4} 

The Last 3 Suras + The First  
3 adjacent Suras in a 4-Sura Series connecting the end of the Quran to the beginning 

Suras 113 and 114 are a significant pair {2,3,4} set - 112 + 113 + 114 + 1 = 340 {3,4} set  

Aya count forms a series: 112 (4 ayat), 113 (5 ayat), 114 (6 ayat), 1 (7 ayat) 

alif 112 “Allah is One;” lam 113 “Lord of Dividing” AlRahman; lam 114 “Lord of People” 

AlRaheem; heh 1 “the Opening” Basmalah - return & breath of life  ه    

Placements of the Basmalah in the Quran 
Last 3+First Surah numbers reflected in placements of Basmalahs:  

112 unnumbered, 113 on top of surahs, 114 total, 1 in text,not on top  

Last 3+1 Surah #’s Match References for 1st 4 Divine Names in Al-Fatiha 

Surah:aya:word - Allah 1:1:2, Al-Rahman 1:1:3, Al-Raheem 1:1:4, Rabb Al-’alameen (2 

words) 1:2:3:4 = 1+2+3+4=10 and 1+0=1.  

Tawheed Statements in Quran (includes variations) - 30 la ilaha illa Hua of a total of 40 

Statements {3,4}-These numbers are mentioned in 

2 ayat relating to time (7:142, 46:15) . 

 

Entire Quranic Architecture 
Spiral containing 114 chambers, 12 each turn of the 

spiral representing 12 months/year. Arranged as 3 

sections per each of 4 quadrants, a {3,4} set. Also 

forms 2 hemispheres thus a {2,3,4} set. 114/12 = 9.5 

years, x10 = 950 years, the time Noah stayed with 

his people. The Quran is a symbolic ark/ship, 

protecting those who “board” –read and live by– it 

from the cataclysm of Al-Akhira (Noah’s flood 

symbolized).  

 


